In the current business environment data accumulates every hour with the increase in Volume and the rush to store data, not all of this data is alike, clean and can be reused accurately. It is said that data’s are strategic assets to the organization, are we able to make a confident decision based on the data which is unclear.

Infoplus helps to clean the data and manage the “quality trusted data” for the organization to have single trusted view of quality data which enables the organization to have business benefits and take any confidence decision.

Infoplus offers Data quality, Master data Management and Data Governance.

Master Data Management

Master data is the shared data in the organization with access to multiple users. The challenge is multiple accesses to multiple users create duplicate, incomplete, missing data. For instance the customer address would have been keyed in different format by different users which results in unclean data which results in poor decision making, business loss, less operation efficiency etc.

Master data management (MDM) enables organizations to maintain a single version of clean data, accurate and trust worthy data, which contains set of reference data about common business entities which can be accessed at any time that requires it.

Infoplus provides complete MDM solution, In Master Data Management, data is consolidate, cleansed, and enriched key business data and ensures the data is trust worthy master data which can be accessed across EPR system./ applications

Infoplus helps the clients to meet their ROI on their MDM initiatives by successful completion. Our MDM Practice helps to implement and support MDM solutions with our subject matter experts and technology experts. We have done many successful implementations and we ensure delivery on time.

**Key Business Benefits**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quick Decision Making</th>
<th>Provides single version of truth, clean trusted data which helps to make quick and better decision making</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prevent Taxation Errors</td>
<td>Avoids improper accounting, Taxation errors/fraud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance Management</td>
<td>MDM Helps to have clean book of records which helps to meet regulatory reports and avoid fines/penalties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase Productivity</td>
<td>Accurate and authority data helps the system and process in place and reduces any rework and time spent to validate the un clean data and improves operation standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor Visibility &amp; Monitor</td>
<td>Vendor visibility is achieved across the plant location, reduces multiple vendor records and vendor compliance is meet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce manufacturing cost</td>
<td>Helps to have accurate forecast and reduces additional manufacturing cost by avoiding duplicate item code, avoids high/excess inventory due to re ordering of spare parts and duplicate stocks. AVOIDS INVENTORY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Material Master**

- MRO - Materials Management
- Data Profiling
- Data Cleansing
- Data Normalization
- Language Conversion
- Taxonomy / Schema
- Data Enrichment / Enhancement

**Vendor Master**

- Duplication (rationalization of vendor base by cutting down on multiple suppliers)
- Payment & Taxation errors/fraud etc.
- Incomplete data (original vendor name, address, hierarchy, etc)
- Lack of information (source of certifications, W3 forms, insurance certificates, etc)

**Service Master**

- Service Category (such as Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, Instrumentation etc.)
- Service Group ( various group based on service rendered )
- Service Number ( A Service number is provided to differentiate each and every service)
- Spare Parts Review (SPSR - Helps to eliminate duplicate items, vendor codes are verified)

**Plant Master**

- Equipment Register
- Equipment class
- Functional Location
- Task
- Preventive Maintenance
- Bill of Materials
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